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Abstract—The rapid development of mobile technologies allows platform 

devices to perform sophisticated tasks, including character recognition. These 

identification systems are notable techniques that required high computation 

cost, in order to achieve acceptable accuracy resulting from diversity in alpha-

bet shape and method of writing, especially for the non-Latin alphabet, e.g., Ja-

vanese letter. In addition, numerous studies have attempted to address these is-

sues by employing a Convolution Neural Network (CNN) due to its ability to 

provide high accuracy in character detection. However, the performance on 

mobile devices is possibly faced with problems resulting from the limitation of 

computation resource on the platform that also affect computation cost. This 

study, therefore, proposes a 2-tier architecture by placing the mobile app as a 

client that invokes a Javanese letters classifier service, which is based on CNN, 

and implemented in the web-server through the Application Program Interface 

(API). The results show that the letter classification was successfully imple-

mented in a mobile platform, with an accuracy rate of 86.68%, utilizing training 

for 50 epochs, and an average time of 1935 ms. 

Keywords—CNN, Javanese letter, character recognition, Mobile client, 2-tier 

architecture, API. 

1 Introduction 

The use of classification image as a part of pattern recognition and machine learn-

ing has recently become an exciting topic. Meanwhile, with the growth of mobile 

technology, many scholars have attempted to develop a detecting system that is 

friendly with the limitations of device resource and also capable of producing high 

accuracy in the process of recognizing specific objects, e.g., character on mobile de-

vices [1]. In addition, a major challenge in this development is related to the cost 

sacrificed for mobile computation resource, therefore, numerous scholars attempted 

techniques that are capable of resolving the problem, including Deep Learning, which 

encompasses Convolution Neural Network (CNN). This has been used to develop 

apps that perform character recognition tasks on mobile device platforms, and several 

modification and combination with other technique have also been adopted to address 
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computation cost issue [1] [2] [3]. Meanwhile, other reports stated the approach of 

utilizing the mobile device technology to minimize the resource applied in CNN algo-

rithm, through their capacity to transmit and receive data that permits the involvement 

of other external resources in the computation process [4]. 

With the evolution of mobile device technology, there has been an increase in the 

development and adoption of character recognition on the platform in the numerous 

genres of the app, including within the educational field [5] [6]. According to [7], 

children tend to be interested in an application that offers both educational aspects and 

entertainment, therefore, the integration of engaging content and the advantages of 

smartphone features, tends to motivate the user to engage with the app, enhancing its 

perception as a productive tool in the process of learning about a specific subject [7] 

[8]. This enhances the potential of adopting character recognition as an entertainment 

element, with content that are engaging, possessing the tendency of attracting and 

encouraging students to learn particular topic related to alphabetic principle [5]. How-

ever, these methods are already known to require high computation cost, which is due 

to the diversity in alphabet shape and the technique adopted in writing, especially for 

the non-Latin alphabet [9] [10]. In addition, [4] argued on the competency considera-

tion of resources in the development of mobile technologies and network today in the 

conduction of computation in character recognizing task. However, the alternative 

approach also needs to be observed, in order to ensure smooth and accurate operation 

in a mobile platform. 

In relation with non-Italic alphabet recognition identified with the complexity of 

shape and style in contrast with Roman alphabets and previous studies have attempted 

to address this problem by proposing several methods. These were based on deep 

learning technique for character recognition, in Chinese, Japan, Korean, Thai, and 

Arabic letters [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]. In addition, as a country consists of diverse 

culture and ethnicities, Indonesia also has traditional characters included in the non-

Italic alphabets, e.g., Javanese, which are different from Roman alphabets. These tend 

to possess different structures, complexity and shapes, making them a challenge to the 

system [16]. Moreover, there are about 20 syllables construct, equipped with special 

signs, related to the pronunciation and other complementary characters with different 

functions [16] [17], although Javanese people rarely use them in their daily life [18]. 

Therefore, for a specific intention, people tend to utilize these letters in education and 

cultural purpose. For example, in the Province of Yogyakarta, Javanese letters are 

applied as street names, in the menu of restaurants, around the Palace in Yogyakarta, 

and also taught in elementary and secondary schools [17]. Therefore, the maintenance 

of this cultural heritage, especially for a new generation requires the involvement of 

technology, consisting of character recognition that is possibly proposed as an alterna-

tive solution to encourage young people to initiate the learning process with new lev-

els of excitement. 

In addition, several prior studies have already addressed these issues, utilizing sev-

eral methods, encompassing the Hidden Markov Model [19], Artificial Neural Net-

work [18], Multiclass Support Vector Machine [16], as well as CNN technique [17]. 

However, this study tends to focus on the means of applying the CNN algorithm in a 

mobile device platform without suffering computation cost, alongside maintaining an 
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acceptable accuracy in recognizing Javanese character. This research is concerned 

with the capability of mobile computing, which relies on not only smartphone re-

source but also on the architecture of a network that significantly supports this plat-

form, especially in terms of sharing and balancing the resource usage, as seen in mo-

bile client-server architecture. Furthermore, there is also an attempt to purpose Java-

nese letters image classifier on standard web server specification and mobile devices 

client, in order to divide a load of computation resources, with the aim of providing 

high accuracy in the process. This approach has not previously been considered ex-

tensively in Javanese character recognition studies, thus, the view as a contribution in 

this specific context, particularly in development based on mobile platforms. 

2 Review of Related Literature 

In this section, several studies related to Javanese Alphabet recognition and the use 

of CNN as an algorithm of detection is discussed. Widiarti and Wastu [19] were 

amongst the earliest researchers to study the script, and the Hidden Markov Model 

was applied as a stochastic to understand its features. In addition, 50 images were 

adopted for each character, producing an accuracy of 85.7%, while [18] also conduct-

ed an investigation on handwritten character identification, through the neural net-

work. Therefore, the results indicated that a 2-way Association method and counter 

propagation did not match the Javanese letters used for identification because the 

resulting accuracy was very low. This leads to the recommended use of a combination 

of Chi2, and back propagation neural networks with a resulting accuracy of 98%. 

In the development of studies related to character recognition, especially for the 

non-Latin alphabets known to possess a complex varied structure and shape, several 

scholars propose deep learning techniques with extraction and modeling feature [20]. 

This method adopts an advanced algorithm, which is supported by a reliable training 

data set and powerful computation proses, believed to capably provide a preferred 

solution in machine learning field, including image and pattern detection [21]. With 

respect to Character recognition, Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is specified as 

an example of a Deep learning method utilized in prior investigations, due to the abil-

ity to perform a recognition process with high levels of accuracy. For instance, Dutt 

and AashiDutt [22] adopted it as a technique to develop a handwritten number recog-

nition system, employing the 'Tensorflow' library for its implementation, subsequently 

producing an accuracy level of 99.70%. However, the code complexity and the slight-

ly higher processing time tend to be the major weaknesses. 

Furthermore, there has also been a wide application in the identification of non-

italic alphabet, which happen to be complex and challenging to recognize, in contrast 

with the Roman alphabet [3] [9] [12] [13] [14] [15] [23] [24] [25]. For example, a 

report by Younis [24] focused on the identification of handwritten Arabic characters 

that utilize several datasets, generating a 94.6% level of accuracy through the total of 

8738 AIA9K, comprising 85% and 15% of training and test images, respectively. 

Also, 97.6% accuracy was measured, using AHCD, with the total number of images 

in the dataset being 16800, consisting of 13,440 training and 3360 testing images [24]. 
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In addition, related to mobile computation, several studies have successfully exhib-

ited the strength of CNN in the conduction of character detection in the mobile plat-

forms, without suffering computational loss [2] [3] [11]. This technique has previous-

ly been used by [17] with a different goal and context, focused on the development of 

web-based systems, and a marked level of accuracy in comparison with Multilayer 

Perception (MLP). In addition, another study specifically adopts CNN for Javanese 

letters detection by utilizing the GPU resource in a non-mobile platform, resulting in 

accuracy of 85%, with overall training test conducted in 409, 25 second [26]. This 

research, however, has a different objective, proposing the implementation of Java-

nese recognition system on a mobile device, by employing client-server architecture, 

in order to provide acceptable accuracy and computation load, which is suitable with a 

low specification of the web server and mobile devices. 

2.1 The concept of the convolution neural network 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is a model that is expanded based on a tradi-

tional neural network, which is widely used for image detection and recognition [27] 

[17], specifically developed to process two-dimensional data. However, its weakness 

is identified in the complexity of the constructed number of layers [28], which has 

implications for the time of data training, hence, numerous studies recommend the use 

of additional computation resources, e.g., GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), in order to 

avoid suffering training cost [29] [27]. In the CNN, several layers have been identi-

fied for possible use in the filtration of each process, e.g., in training, which generally 

has three stages, encompassing the Convolution, Pooling, and fully connected layers 

[30]. Furthermore, the convolution tends to perform operations that are based on the 

output of the previous layer, being the main process underlying a CNN, which in this 

case is a mathematical term that means applying a function on the output of others 

conducted repeatedly [31]. Therefore, a layer of convolution tends to significantly 

experience the complexity of a model through the optimization of its output. 
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Fig. 1. Convolution Layer [30] 

Pooling Layer tends to use functions with Feature Map as its input, subsequently 

processing with various statistical operations available, using nearby pixel values 

[29]. In addition, the application often requires the use of (1) Max Pooling with size 

2x2 and Stride 2, with a value taken for each shift of this filter, and the largest in the 

2x2 area, (2) Average Pooling, which takes the average value [30]. The most im-

portant aspect in the creation of a CNN model is the choice amongst different pooling 

layers, which capably enhance the model performance [32]. 

 

Fig. 2. Pooling Layer [33] 

In the Fully Connected system, all the activation neurons from previous layer are 

linked with the neurons in the next, as well as the concept of ordinary artificial neural 

networks. Therefore, the security on activating the previous layer is converted into a 1 

Dimension data prior to the connection with all neurons attached to the Fully Con-

nected Layer, and the difference between both is observed in the aspect that the con-

volution type is only associated with certain regions, while the latter possesses the 

entire connection. In addition, they also tend to have a 1 x 1 kernel, which perform the 

similar functions, while maintaining the spatial character of the data [34]. Moreover, 

the Fully Connected type tends to have several Hidden and Output Layers, as well as 

Action, and Loss Functions [30]. 
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Due to this model complexity, several studies have proposed the need for modify-

ing CNN, through a combination with other approaches, in order to solve the compu-

tation cost problem [1] [2] [3], or dividing the burden, using another resources [4] 

[27] [26]. In addition, mobile computation context adopted in prior studies tend to 

address this issue by utilizing the Mobile GPU, in an attempt to minimize computa-

tion latency [27]. However, rather than place the entire load and process on a mobile 

device, it was proposed that another alternative, which exploits the capability of mo-

bile internet service by introducing mobile client-server architecture. This provides a 

Javanese character recognition system with acceptable level of accuracy and computa-

tion load. 

3 Methodology 

This section discusses the concept of interface API and mobile client-server archi-

tecture in the building of a Javanese letter classifier, which was subsequently divided 

into two parts: 

 The general description about its implementation in this context of study 

 The architecture and a more detailed explanation of the Javanese letters image 

classifier. 

3.1 The concept of interface API and mobile client for javanese letters 

recognition system 

The final model outcome from the training process of this study needs to be acces-

sible to the mobile clients, thus, the interface of HTTP based API is required for re-

ceiving and sending the result of the image classification process. In addition, the 

mechanism is initiated when the server obtains a request to classify the specific image 

that contains Javanese characters from the mobile client, followed by the server send-

ing back the response in the JSON-formatted, containing classification results from 

the model. In addition, python-based Flask software was adopted in this interface 

implementation. 

The mobile client app developed uses the Android framework, which possesses the 

capability to invoke and receive the response from Javanese letters models from the 

server-side, through API interface, based on the Http protocol. Therefore, the process 

flow is initiated when the mobile app obtains an image of Javanese letters through 

smartphone camera devices where it is installed, and then the data is subsequently 

sent to the server through API, which invokes the models that eventually process the 

image based on the dataset model. In addition, the result of classification is sent back 

to the API server, forwarded to the mobile client, and shown on the app, as seen in 

Fig. 3, which shows an overview of the entire process. 
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Fig. 3. Mobile client app flowchart when sending image and get the results of the classi-

fication 

3.2 The implementation of javanese letters classifier with mobile client-server 

architecture 

Typically, character recognition systems that are based on image detection requires 

a machine learning algorithm that demands high computation power to run its classi-

fier model, which is not suitable with a mobile device that also has lower computation 

capabilities, with smaller memory and storage. This study, therefore, proposes a Java-

nese letter object class that is able to comply with a minimum specification web serv-

er and mobile devices client, and a pre-trained model classifier adapted to work on 

low computation power devices is also examined. These adopt 11 layers, which is 

based on Convolution Neural Network, as shown in Table 1, already tested with 

86.68% accuracy, after 50 epoch training and 0.37-second average inference process. 

In addition, its properties are suitable to run on a low specification web server or mo-

bile devices. 

Table 1.  Model Summary 

Layer (a) Output Shape (b) Parameter 

Convolution 2D (ReLU activation) (None, 32, 32, 32) 320 

Dropout (None, 32, 32, 32) 0 

Convolution 2D (ReLU activation) (None, 32, 32, 32) 9248 

Max Pooling (None, 32, 16, 16) 0 

Flatten (None, 8192) 0 

Dropout (None, 8192) 0 

Dense (ReLU activation) (None, 500) 4096500 

Dropout (None, 500) 0 

Dense (ReLU activation) (None, 200) 100200 

Dropout (None, 200) 0 

Dense (Soft max activation) (None, 20) 4020 

Total Parameter : 4210288 

Notes: (a) Layer listed in a sequential order. (b) ―None‖ on the first column shape means the batch size 

Figure 4 presents how the model of Javanese letters classifier is built, with the pre-

processing stage required the use of syntax Conv2D with kernel size 3x3 in the con-

volution process. Furthermore, the activation function was also adopted to transform 

the neural network into a non-linear variety, and the ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) 

activation function and "same" padding were applied in this phase, due to the fact that 

the threshold range used was between 0 and infinity. Therefore, after the completion 
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of this process, the next step involves the reduction of matrix size, which requires the 

use of max pooling operation with filter size of 2x2. This was continuously inserted 

between the convolution layers in the CNN model, with the aim of reducing the num-

ber of parameters, computation network, and also to control over-fitting. 

 

Fig. 4. Implementation of Javanese Letters Model. 

This study uses the 2-tier(client/server) architecture to propose the Javanese letters 

recognizer, placing mobile apps as the client that invokes a service implemented by 

the server (Javanese letters model), through the Application Program Interface (API). 

In this context, the process involves sending an image of the specific character as a 

parameter to the server-side through API, which receives the request, and asks the 

model to recognize the client request, and the results are subsequently sent back to the 

app. Furthermore, separating the architecture into 2-tier prompts the appropriate allo-

cation of resources and optimal balance needed to conduct the calculation, especially 

for mobile devices with limited computation and storage resources [35]. This also 

ensures that clients do not need to save the entire model, and also perform the compu-

tation on personal devices, but by simply placing the load on a server-side with better 

resource. In addition, separating the client and classifier model also tends to be bene-

ficial in terms of compatibility of those that allow developers to implement the client 

side in various app platforms. Therefore, the presentation layer was set for this pur-

pose, then the logic and resource layer were placed in the web server-side. 

Moreover, the communication between both parties, as well as the devices with 

which clients send API with a request body containing an image in base 64 format to 

/api/detect/ in post mode, the server responses to the classification, and the score re-

sult, are in JSON format. Moreover, the API JSON format is shown in Fig 5, while 

the big picture of the proposed Javanese letters classifier with mobile client architec-

ture is described in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5. Sample of the API request and response body between client and server. 

Classifier API Service

CNN Classifier

Image ModelMobile /Devices Client 
API Request

Presentation Layer Logic and Resource management Layer

Client Server
 

Fig. 6. Sample of the API request and response body between client and server. 

4 Result and Discussion 

The proposed Javanese letters classifier for mobile platform using 2-tier architec-

ture has been built and tested in this study, using built-in server Python and g-unicorn 

as web API. In addition, the device client was created with Android Studio, including 

the camera and media access to capture images of Javanese letters, as well as internet 

permission to send the classification request to the server. Fig. 7 is the screenshot of 

android client devices’ application, which shows the process of classification, and 

API response time was also examined, which is the estimate of the total stretch from 

the client to send a request to the server prior to the receipt of classification result, 

which only shows the need of 1935 ms on average for a single request. Meanwhile, 

based on accuracy, though it is a simple model and dataset, the result was fairly 

around 86.68% of accuracy on the model with 50 training epoch, and details of testing 

accuracy and cost results are summarized in Table 2. 
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Fig. 7.  Screenshots of Android Client Devices for the Javanese Letters 

Table 2.  API response and accuracy testing 

API Response Time Testing Testing Accuracy of Model Training 

N Response Time (ms) (a) Epoch Accuracy (b) 

1 1754 5 26.74% 

2 2050 10 57.44% 

3 1800 25 75.60% 

4 2040 50 86.68% 

5 2030 75 82.12% 

Average 1935  

Notes: (a) Response time based on a network with 20 Mbps and 30 ms latency using 100 kb image size per 

request; (b) Accuracy based on the selected 100 images testing dataset 

The result indicates that the implementation of 2-tier architecture in mobile charac-

ter recognition possesses the capacity to produce accuracy results with around 

86.68%. In addition, a comparison to prior studies developed based on CNN algo-

rithm in non-mobile platform by [17] showed the accuracy testing value to be around 

89 %, and the outcome of this research was acceptable with not so much difference. 

Furthermore, the response time also indicated the tolerated computation time, show-

ing the combination of mobile server-client architecture and CNN technique, which is 

acceptable for implementation. 
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5 Conclusion and Future Research 

The result of this study shows the possibility of conducting Javanese letters classi-

fier with 2-tier architecture, and testing on the Android mobile operating system. In 

addition, the overall performance for a single classification request was observed to 

be fast, with an average response time of 1935 ms each, and a fair accuracy result, 

with about 86.68%, using 50 training epoch. Furthermore, the letters classifier with 

client-server architecture tends to enhance the device client flexibility, based on the 

propensity of being built on various operating platform. However, there is need for 

support by the interface, in order to invoke the classifier system from outside, due to 

the fact that most computation processes are carried out on the server. Therefore, the 

only downside recorded was that every request must be sent to the network, which 

demands a reliable network connection. 

This study proposes the use of 2-tier architecture to provide a system that is capa-

ble of providing an acceptable level of accuracy in recognizing Javanese alphabet in a 

mobile platform using the CNN method, without sacrificing the computational re-

sources needed. The result, therefore, proves the high propensity of system develop-

ment using mobile client-server architecture and CNN to provide a tolerable level of 

accuracy without sacrificing high cost on computation resource and time. This study 

allocates almost all workings on the server-side, while neglecting the advantage of 

client resource in handling other significant aspects. Hence, there is a possibility of 

implementing a fat client by allocating a proportional load to the mobile machine. 

This is, however, a recommendation for further study, especially for non-italic charac-

ter recognition apps in the platform. 
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